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Abstract. We investigate how affective factors influence
dialogue patterns and whether this effect may be described and
recognized by HMMs. Our goal is to analyse the possibility of
using this formalism to classify users’ behavior for adaptation
purposes. We present some preliminary results of an ongoing
research and propose a discussion of open problems.1

1 INTRODUCTION
Advice-giving is aimed at attempting to change, with
communication, the behavior of an interlocutor in a given
domain, by influencing his or her attitude (the system of beliefs,
values, emotions that bring the person to adopt that behavior).
Irrespectively of the application domain, this goal requires
appropriate integration of two tasks: provision of general or
interlocutor-specific information about aspects of the behavior
that make it more or less ‘correct’, and persuasion to abandon a
problem behavior, if needed, by illustrating negative long term
consequences it entails and positive effects of revising it.
To be effective, advice-giving cannot be the same to all
interlocutors. According to the Transactional Model, it should
be adapted, first of all, to the stage at which the interlocutors
may be located, in the process of passing from a ‘problem’ to a
‘more correct’ behaviour [1]: that is, to their beliefs, intentions
and goals. In addition, the effect of the communication process
will be conditioned by the kind of processing the interlocutor
will make of information received. In this case, the Elaboration
Likelihood Model helps in understanding how this processing is
related, at the same time, to the Receiver’s ability and interest to
elaborate it [2]. In different situations of attention and interest,
peripheral or central processing channels will be followed, each
focusing on a particular kind of information, with more or less
emotional features. The consequence of the two theories is that,
in advice-giving dialogues, knowledge of the Receivers is
essential to increase their information processing ability and
interest, and therefore the effectiveness of advice-giving.
In previous papers, we discussed how the stage of change may
be recognized and updated dynamically during the dialogue [3].
We also discussed how the user’s ‘social attitude’ towards the
advice-giver -in our case, an Embodied Conversational Agent
(ECA)- could be recognized with a combination of language and
speech [4]. In both cases, the unit of analysis was the individual
user move: results were propagated in a dynamic probabilistic
model, to progressively build an approximate image of the user.
In this article, we wish to discuss whether the user attitude
reflects into the overall dialogue pattern rather than into the
linguistic or the acoustic features of individual moves. We
consider Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) as a candidate
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formalism to represent dialogue patterns and their relations with
the user attitude. We also propose to apply this formalism in a
stepwise recognition of this attitude that enables adapting the
advice-giving strategy and the system behavior.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we clarify the
aspects of the user attitude we intend to recognize and model: in
particular, ‘engagement’. In Section 3, after briefly introducing
the kind of data on which our models were built, we describe
how we applied HMMs to learn dialogue pattern descriptions for
various user categories. In Section 4 we test the descriptive
power of HMMs when trying to model the differences in
dialogue dynamics between two classes of users, defined
according to their background. Model testing is discussed in
Section 5, while the topic of engagement recognition is dealt
with in Section 6, before a brief analysis of related work (Section
7) and some final considerations about the limits of this ongoing
study (Section 8).

2 WHICH ATTITUDE ASPECTS
Knowledge of the user characteristics is of primary importance
when trying to build an effective persuasion strategy: this
knowledge may be acquired by observing the users' behavior
during the dialogue to build a dynamic, consistent model of their
mind. This model can be used for adaptation purposes and
should combine both affective and cognitive ingredients. Rather
than considering emotions, we look at two aspects of affective
interaction (social attitude and level of engagement) which are
presumed to be key factors for the success of the dialogue [5].

2.1 Social attitude
With the term social attitude we intend “the pleasant, contented,
intimate feeling that occurs during positive interactions with
friends, family, colleagues and romantic partners... [and] ... can
be conceptualized as... a type of relational experience, and a
dimension that underlines many positive experiences.” [6].
Researchers proposed a large variety of markers of social
presence related to verbal and nonverbal behaviour [7,8,9]. By
grounding on these theories, in a previous research we proposed
a method to recognize social attitude in dialogues with an ECA
by combining linguistic and acoustic analysis of individual user
moves [4].

2.2 User engagement in advice-giving
Engagement is a quite fuzzy concept, as it emerges from analysis
of the literature, to which researchers attach a wide range of
related but different meanings. Sidner and Lee [10] talk about
engagement in human-robot conversations as “the process by
which two (or more) participants establish, maintain and end
their perceived connection during interactions they jointly
undertake”. To other authors, it describes ”how much a
participant is interested in and attentive to a conversation” [11].
Pentland [12] engagement is a function of the level of

involvement in the interaction, a concept especially addressed in
the e-learning domain. Here, several researchers attempted to
model the attitude of students in terms of their level of initiative
[13, 14] or of how much a person is being governed by the
preceding interaction rather than steering the dialogue [15].
Different definitions of engagement are meant to be coherent
with application domain and adaptation purposes: some studies
aim at implementing intelligent media switching, during humanhuman computer-mediated technology [11,16]; others [13] aim
at tailoring interaction to the learner’s needs. Our long-term goal
is to implement a dialogue simulator which is able to inform and
persuade a human interlocutor in a conversation about healthy
dieting. We expect the level and kind of engagement in the
system goals not being the same for all users, depending on their
own goals and on how useful they perceive the interaction to be:
we consider users to be ’highly engaged’ when the system
succeeds in involving them in its persuasion attempts. A lower
level of engagement, on the contrary, is attributed to users who
are only interested in the information-giving task

2.3 Attitude display and conversational analysis
This study is based on the assumption that affective phenomena
influence the dialogue dynamics [10]. For this reason, we
decided to model categories of users, by looking at differences in
the dialogue pattern. Our assumption is supported by the usage
that researchers do of ad hoc measures for conversational
analysis, by taking into account several dimensions (linguistic
and prosodic features) and units of analyis (phonemes, words,
phrases, entire dialogues). Conversational turn-taking is one of
the aspects of human behaviour that can be relevant for
modeling social signalling [13]. Pentland [12] measures
engagement by evaluating the influence that each person’s
pattern of speaking versus not speaking has on the other
interlocutor’s patterns. This is essentially a measure of who
drives the conversational turn exchanges, which can be modelled
as a Markov process. In a previous research, we dynamically
estimated the probability value of social attitude [3] by looking
at linguistic and acoustic evidences at the single user move level
[4], to adapt the style of the next agent move. Detecting long
lasting features of users (such as their level of engagement) can
be seen as a further step towards long-term adaptation of agent’s
behaviour and strategy. Also, we believe that such features have
a long-term impact on the overall behaviour of users. For this
reason, we analyse complete dialogue patterns rather than
individual dialogue exchanges [17]: rather than classifying the
next user move, we want to predict their overall final attitude. By
using the formalism of HMMs, we aim at representing
differences in the whole structure of the dialogues among
subjects with the kinds of engagement we mentioned above.

3 MODEL LEARNING
After becoming a very popular method in language parsing and
speech recognition [18,19], Hidden Markov Models are, more
recently, being considered as a formalism to be applied to
dialogue processing with various purposes: to describe and
classify dialogue patterns in various situations and to recognize
the category to which new dialogues probably belong. This new
application domain requires careful critical analysis, to
understand the conditions under which successful studies can be
performed. This paper is a contribution in this direction.

3.1 Corpus description
Our corpus includes 30 text-based and 30 speech-based
dialogues with an ECA, collected with a Wizard of Oz (WoZ)
study: overall, 1700 adjacent pairs (system – user moves).
Subjects involved were equidistributed by age, gender and
background (in computer science or humanities).

3.2 Corpus labelling
The corpus was labelled so as to classify both system and user
moves into appropriate categories of communicative acts. These
categories were a revision of those proposed in SWBDLDAMSL (Switch Board Corpus - Dialogue Act Markup in
Several Layers) [20]. The 86 moves the Wizard could employ
(system moves) were organized into 8 categories (Table 1) by
considering on one hand the DAMSL classification and on the
other hand the frequencies with which they had been employed
in the corpus.
Tag
OPENING
QUESTION
OFFER-GIVE-INFO
PERSUASION-SUGGEST
ENCOURAGE
ANSWER
TALK-ABOUT-SELF
CLOSING

Description
initial self-introduction by the ECA
question about the user’s eating habits or
information interests
generic offer of help or specific information
persuasion attempt about dieting
statement aimed at enhancing the user’s
motivation
provision of generic information after a user
request
statement describing own abilities, role and
skills
statement of dialogue conclusion

Table 1: Categories of Wizard moves
Similar criteria were applied to define the 11 subject move
categories (Table 2):
Tag
OPENING
REQ-INFO
FOLLOW-UP-MOREDETAILS
OBJECTION
SOLICITATION
STAT-ABOUT-SELF
STAT-PREFERENCES
GENERIC-ANSWER
AGREE
KIND-ATTITUDE-SYSTEM
CLOSING

Description
initial self-introduction by the user
information request
further information or justification request
objection about an ECA’s assertion or
suggestion
request of clarification or generic request of
attention
generic assertion or statement about own diet,
beliefs, desires and behaviours
assertion about food liking or disliking
provision of generic information after an ECA’s
question or statement
acknowledgment or appreciation of the ECA’s
advice
statement displaying kind attitude towards the
system, in the form of joke, polite sentence,
comment or question about the system
statement of dialogue conclusion

Table 2: Categories of subject moves

3.3 Dialogue representation
Formally [18,19], an HMM can be defined as a tuple: < S, W, π,
A, B>, where
• S = {s1, ... sn} is the set of states in the model,
• W is the set of observations or output symbols,

• π are a-priori-likelihoods, that is the initial state distributions:
π = {π i}, i ∈ S;
• A = {aij}, i, j ∈ S, is a matrix describing the state transition
probability distribution: aij = P(Xt+1= sj | Xt = si);
• B = {bijk}, i, j ∈ S, wk ∈ W, is a matrix describing the
observation symbol probability distribution: bijk = P(Ot = wk |
Xt = si , Xt+1= sj).
In our models:
• States represent aggregates of system or user moves, each
with a probability to occur in that phase of the dialogue.
• Transitions represent dialogue sequences: ideally, from a
system move to a user move type and vice versa, each with a
probability to occur (although in principle, user-user move or
system-system move transitions may occur).
HMMs are learnt from a corpus of dialogues by representing
the input as a sequence of coded dialogue moves. For example,
the following dialogue:
T(S,1)= Hi, my name is Valentina. I’m here to suggest you how to improve your
diet. Do you like eating?
T(U,1)=Yes
T(S,2)= What did you eat at breakfast?
T(U,2)=Coffee and nothing else.
T(S,3)=Do you frequently eat this way?
T(U,3)=Yes
T(S,4)= Are you attracted by sweets?
T(U,4)= Not much. I don’t eat much of them.
T(S,5)= Do you believe your diet is correct or would you like changing your
eating habits?
T(U,5)= I don’t believe it’s correct: I tend to jump lunch, for instance.
is coded as follows: (OPENING, GENERIC-ANSWER, QUESTION, STATABOUT-SELF, QUESTION, GENERIC-ANSWER , QUESTION, STAT-ABOUTPREFERENCES, QUESTION, STAT-ABOUT-SELF).

3.4 Setting the number of states in the model
In learning HMM structures from a corpus of data, one has first
of all to establish the number of states with which to represent
dialogue patterns 2. This is a function of at least two factors: (i)
the level of detail with which a dialogue needs to be represented,
and (ii) the reproducibility of the HMM learning process, which
may be represented in terms of robustness of learned structures.
The Baum-Welch algorithm adjusts the model parameters µ =
(A, B, π) to maximize the likelihood of the input observations,
that is P(O|µ). The algorithm starts with random parameters, and,
at each iteration, adjusts them according to the maximization
function. This algorithm is, in fact, very similar to the
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm and, like this, is
greedy. That is, it does not explore the whole solution space (not
exhaustive search) and can find a local maximum point instead
than a global one: this is the reason why, as we will see later on,
repeated applications of the algorithm to the same dataset may
produce different results.
To establish the number of states with which to represent our
models, we tested three alternatives: 6, 8 and 10 states. For each
condition, we repeated q times the learning experiment with the
same corpus of data, in identical conditions. Robustness of
learning was evaluated from the following indices:
• loglik values: groups of HMMs with similar logliks were
considered to be similar;
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• average differences between the q∗(q-1)/2 (HMMi, HMMj)
pairs of HMMs, in the transition probabilities Ti, Tj and the
observation probabilities Ei, Ej:
i j
i
j
D(T ,T ) = Σh, k = 1,…,n | T h,k- T h,k| / n2
i

j

i

j

D(E ,E ) = Σh= 1,…,n; k = 1,…,m | E h,k- E h,k| / n * m
where n denotes the number of states (6, 8 or 10) and m the
number of communicative acts used in coding (19). Differences
are computed after aligning the states in the two models. Our
average difference is similar to the Euclidean measure of
distance between pairs of HMMs that was proposed in [21]. It
differs from the probabilistic measure proposed in [22], in which
the distance between models is measured in terms of differences
in observed sequences with increasing time.
States
6
8
10

Average (and variance)
of D(Ti,Tj)
.18 (.005)
.041 (.001)
.055 (.0005)

Average (and variance)
of D(Ei,Ej)
.043 (.0003)
.014 (.00009)
.022 (.00011)

Table 3: Comparison of HMMs with different n. of states
Table 3 shows the results of this analysis on the corpus of 30
text-based dialogues, after repeating q=10 times the learning
experiment. HMMs with 8 states are the most ‘robust’ as they
show the minimum average difference in transitions and
observations. At the same time, they are quite easy to interpret,
as they do not include ‘spurious’ states assembling system and
user moves at the same time. HMMs with 10 states provide a
more detailed dialogue description but are much less robust. We
therefore selected the 8-state option for our following
experiments. Robustness of learning measures how reproducible
the learning process is. For instance, in the ten repetitions of the
experiment on text-based dialogues, 7 over 10 HMMs had very
similar loglikelihood values and low average differences of
transitions and observations; they could therefore be considered
as ‘similar’ and ‘good’ models. This result may be interpreted by
saying that the probability of finding a ‘good’ model by
repeating the learning experiment is .70. Although this is not a
high value, we could notice, in our subsequent experiments, that
other categories of dialogues were still less robust. In general,
with the increasing complexity of dialogues in a category (as in
the case of those collected with speech-based interaction), model
learning becomes less robust. As we will see, this lack of
robustness affects considerably the quality of our results.

4 DESCRIPTIVE POWER OF THE MODEL
To test the descriptive power of HMMs learnt from our corpus of
data, we considered a user feature about which we had acquired
some knowledge in a previous study. In that study we analysed
the relationship between user background (in computer science CS- or in humanities -HUM-) and ‘social attitude’ towards the
ECA [4]. As we mentioned in the Introduction, the method of
analysis employed was, in that context, language and speech
processing of individual moves. Results of that study proved that
users with a background in humanities displayed a different
behavior in dialogues: they tended to have a ‘warmer’ social
attitude towards the ECA, that was displayed with a familiar
language, by addressing personal questions to the agent, by
talking about self etc.

Figures 1 (a) and (b) show, respectively, the best 8-states HMMs
for CS and HUM subjects. States Si correspond to aggregates of
system moves: in 1a, an OPENING is associated with S1 with
probability 1; a QUESTION to S2 with probability .88; a
PERSUASION (p=.57), an OFFER-INFO (p=.20)
or an
ENCOURAGE (p=.14) with S3, etc. Interpretation of states Uj,
to which user moves are associated, can be observed from the
figure. Transitions between states in models 1a and 1b have a
common core pattern, although with different probabilities: the

path (S1, U1, S2, U2, S3, U3), the way back (U3, S2) and the
direct link (S1, U3). Other transitions differ. Dissimilarities can
be found also in the probability distributions of communicative
acts associated with the phases of dialogue opening (S1, U1),
question answering (S2, U2), system persuasion (S3, U3) and of
a warm phase (S4,U4), in which the user displays a kind attitude
towards the system in various forms. The following are the main
differences between the models, in these phases:

Fig 1: HMMs for subjects with a background in computer science (a) and humanities (b)
• Question answering (S2, U2): the only difference, in this case,
is that HUM subjects tend to be more specific and eloquent
than CS ones, by producing more “statements about self”,
“statements about preferences” and less “generic answers”.
• Persuasion (S3, U3): in CS models, users may respond to
persuasion attempts with information requests or declarations
of consensus. They may enter, as well, in the warm phase (S3,
U4 link). In the HUM model, after a persuasion attempt by S,
U may stay in the persuasion phase (U3) by making further
information requests, objections, solicitations or statements
about self. In both models, question answering and persuasion
may alternate (link U3, S2) in a more varied dialogue.
• Warm phase (S4, U4): although this phase exists in both
models, communicative acts employed by U, once again
differ: the ‘objection’ move of HUM is substituted by a
‘solicitation’ in CS’s model. In this model, the state S4 may
contain persuasion moves as well: hence, the whole phase
may be called “system persuasion -user initiative- and warm
attitude”. The likelihood to produce a ‘kind attitude’ move (in
U4) is, in the HUM model, twice than in the CS model.
These differences in the subjects behavior confirm the findings
of our previous studies, by describing them in terms of dialogue
structure rather than of individual moves’ content.

5 MODEL TESTING
Before applying HMMs to reason about the differences among
dialogues produced by different types of users, we needed to test
the ability of learnt HMMs to classify correctly new cases.

5.1 Method
We describe the method to classify new cases in two classes:
this can be easily extended to the case of p>2 classes. Given a
corpus of dialogues classified in two sub-corpora (S-C1 and SC2), of dimensions n and m, collected from two different
categories of users (C1 and C2) according to a given target
feature - for example interaction mode (text-based vs speechbased) or background (CS vs HUM) -:
a. Train two HMMs, respectively from n-1 cases from S-C1
and the m cases in S-C2, and call them HMM1 and HMM2.
b. Test the n-th case on HMM1 and HMM2 with the forwardbackward algorithm, to compute the loglikelihoods:
loglik1 = log P(n-th case | HMM1)
loglik2 = log P(n-th case | HMM2)
c. Select the maximum between loglik1 and loglik2 to attribute
the n-th case to C1 or C2.
d. Check the correctness of the classification (matching with an
‘external reference’).
e. Repeat from a. to d. by varying the training set according to
the leave-one-case out approach.
f. Repeat from a. to e. (m-1 cases in S-C2 and n cases in S-C1).
g. Compute the recognition accuracy for HMM1 and HMM2 in
terms of confusion matrix, precision and recall.

5.2. Recognizing the user background
By applying HMM analysis to users’ background, we aimed at
verifying whether any difference between the two typologies of
users could be found, as well, in the dialogue patterns.
Information about this feature was collected with a questionnaire

during the WoZ study. Here, it was taken as the ‘external
reference’ in the testing phase. Table 4 shows the results of this
analysis: a CS dialogue is recognized correctly in 77 % of cases,
while a HUM dialogue is recognized correctly in 57% of cases.
HUM dialogues tend to be confused with CS ones more
frequently than the inverse.
CS dialogues
HUM dialogues
Total
Recall
Precision

CS HMMs
(23) .77
(13) .43
36
.77
.64

HUM HMMs
(7) .23
(17) .57
24
.57
.71

Total
30
30

Table 4: Confusion matrix for CS vs HUM dialogues

5.3. Stepwise recognition
Adaptation of the dialogue to the user goals and preferences
requires recognizing them dynamically during the dialogue. In
the testing method we described in the previous Section, on the
contrary, the whole dialogue was submitted to testing. We
therefore wanted to check the ability of our classification
procedure to apply a stepwise recognition method on subsections
of dialogue of increasing length. Given an average number n of
dialogue pairs (system-user moves) considered in the training
phase, we defined a ‘monitoring’ interval of t moves and applied
the recognition method to parts of the dialogue of increasing
length i*t, with i= 1, ... n/t. After every step, we checked whether
the part of the dialogue examined was recognized correctly.
What we expected from this analysis was to find an increase of
recognition accuracy with the increasing monitoring time.
To check the validity of the method, once again we applied
stepwise recognition to the distinction between CS and HUM
dialogues, with a monitoring interval of t=5 pairs. The results we
got were less positive than our expectation. In Table 5, results of
stepwise recognition are classified in five categories, according
to the consequences they entail on the quality of adaptation. The
worst cases are that of ‘steadily wrong’ (22%) or ‘up and down
recognition’ (15%): here, adaptation criteria would be always
wrong, or would be changed several times during the dialogue,
by producing an unclear and not effective advice giving strategy.
Steadily correct recognition
Initially wrong, then correct
Steadily wrong recognition
Initially correct, then wrong
Up and down recognition

CS
14 (47%)
2 (7%)
7 (23%)
1 (3%)
6 (20%)

HUM
9 (30%)
8 (27%)
6 (20%)
4 (13%)
3 (10%)

Total
23 (38%)
10 (17%)
13 (22%)
5 (8 %)
9 (15 %)

Table 5: Stepwise recognition for CS vs HUM dialogues
In the cases in the ‘initially correct, then wrong’ category (8%)
adaptation would become incorrect towards the end of the
dialogue while, in the cases in the ‘initially wrong, then correct’
category (17%), the system might adopt correct adaptation
criteria only towards the end of the dialogue. The only situation
enabling a proper adaptation is that of ‘steadily correct
recognition’ (38%). Notice that in HUM dialogues (which, as we
said, are longer and more complex) it takes more time to the
system to recognize properly the user category. We attributed
this poor stepwise recognition ability to the limited robustness
of both the learning and the testing procedure, due to the reduced
dimension of our corpus. To test this hypothesis, we repeated the
stepwise testing on the same dialogue with the same learned

HMM, and applied ‘majority agreement’ as a criterion for
recognizing the background at every step. We did this little
check with 6 dialogues and 5 repeated tests, but found some
improvement of results only in some of them .

6 RECOGNIZING ENGAGEMENT
In this section we present a possible application of the method
described in Sections 3 to 5. In particular, we aim at testing
whether HMMs can be employed to represent differences in the
dialogue pattern of users which show different goals and levels
of involvement in the advice-giving task.
In advice-giving dialogues two tasks are integrated: provision
of specific information about aspects of the behavior that make it
more or less ‘correct’, and persuasion to abandon a problem
behavior. In a category of users, we found the typical attitude
that Walton [23] calls of examination dialogues, in which ‘one
party questions another party, sometimes critically or even
antagonistically, to try to find out what that party knows about
something’. Examination dialogues are shown to have two goals:
the extraction of information and the testing of the reliability of
this information: this testing goal may be carried out with critical
argumentation used to judge whether the information elicited is
reliable. We found this behaviour in some of our dialogues: we
therefore named “information-seeking” (IS) the users asking
several questions, either for requesting information or
challenging the application, sometimes even right after the
system’s self introduction. In another category (AG), users seem
to be more involved in the persuasion goal of advice-giving: they
show a more cooperative attitude toward the system, by
providing extra-information to the agent so as to build a shared
ground of knowledge about their habits, desires, beliefs etc.
Also, they react to the agent’s suggestions and/or attempts of
persuasion by providing a ‘constructive’ feedback in terms of
objections, comments (either positive or negative) and follow-up
questions. Finally, we have a third category of ‘not engaged’ (N)
users who don’t show any interest in any of the two mentioned
tasks (information seeking or advice-giving); they rather give a
passive and barely reactive contribution to the interaction, by
mainly answering the system’s questions, very often with
general answers (eg. ‘yes’ or ‘no’); their dialogues are usually
shorter than the others and tend to be driven by the system (that
sometimes seems to struggle to protract the interaction).
Distinguishing among the three levels of engagement is
relevant for adaptation: IS users might be either helped in their
information seeking goal or leaded by the system to get involved
also in the advice giving task, by carefully choosing (or revising)
the persuasion strategy [25]; AG users might perceive an
increased satisfaction about the interaction if the agent is
believable in playing the role of artificial therapist; N users
represent a real challenge for the system: their attitude might be
due to a lack of interest in the domain or to their being in the
‘precontemplation stage’ [1].

6.1 Corpus annotation
Two independent raters were asked to annotate the overall
attitude of every user by using the labels N, IS and AG. The
percentage of agreement (.93) and the Kappa value (.90) indicate
a strong interrater agreement [24]. To classify the corpus by
giving a final label to every dialogue, we asked the two raters to
discuss about the cases for which they had given different

annotations. The resulting distribution of the corpus is skewed,
which is an undesirable circumstance when the available set of
data is not particularly wide: we will show how robustness of
learning decreases if compared with the previous classification
attempts, were the corpus was equally distributed.

6.2 HMM training and robustness
To evaluate how suitable are HMMs to model user engagement
we repeated the robustness analysis described in 3.4, with 8-state
models. Results (in Tab. 6) show that the robustness of the
method is not the same for the three classes.
Subjects
N
IS
AG

Distribution
(%)
.44
.28
.28

Average (and variance)
of D(Ti,Tj)
.05 (.003)
.011 (.002)
.15 (.002)

Average (and variance)
of D(Ei,Ej)
.03 (.0007)
.03 (.0003)
.06 (.0004)

Table 6: Robustness evaluation
In spite of the high interrater-agreement and of the good
descriptive power of the HMMs, the analysis shows a lack of
robustness, especially for AG models, due to the unequal
distribution of the dataset. The restricted amount of available
data is a major cause of this phenomenon, especially when the
behaviour of users is extremely variable, as observed for the AG
category. In fact, in the 10 repetitions of the learning experiment
on these 28 dialogues, no groups of similar HMMs were found,
and we got the highest average differences in transitions and
observations. On the contrary, in the N learning experiment (44
cases) we had 6 similar models over 10 HMMs (similar

likelihood values and low average differences in transitions and
observations). Similarly, for the IS category, whose dialogues
show a more regular structure than the AG ones, we found 7
over 10 similar models, even if the number of cases was the
same as for the AG. This confirms our findings about the CS vs
HUM classification experiments, by adding an extra insight due
to the unequal distribution of the corpus.
N
N
IS
AG
Total
Recall
Precision

IS
(13) .76
(1) .04
(2) .12
16
.76
.81

AG
(4) .24
(22) .85
(4) .24
30
.85
.73

(0) 0
(3) .12
(11) .65
14
.65
.69

Total
17
26
17

Table 7: Confusion matrix for N, IS and AG
The results for the leave one case out validation (tab. 7),
performed on the three classes of engagement, confirm, once
again, that the higher is the variety of behaviour among users in
a given class, the worse is the recognition performance (lowest
value for both precision and recall, for AG users).

6.3 Descriptive power: classification of engagement
In spite of the issues highlighted in par. 6.2, HMMs still seem to
meet our expectation about their ability of distinguishing among
the three levels of engagement we wish to recognize. Figures 2
(a), (b) and (c) show, respectively, the best 8-states HMMs for
N, IS and AG subjects.

Fig 2: HMM for neutral (a), information seeking (b) and advice-giving (c) dialogues

The following are the main differences between these models:
• Dialogue opening (S1, U1): in the N model, U always reacts
with an opening move to the self presentation of S while, in IS
and AG models, there is some probability of directly entering
the persuasion phase;
• Question answering (S2, U2): as hypothesized, IS and AG
subjects tend to be more specific and eloquent than N ones, by
producing more “statements about self”, “statements about
their preferences” and less “generic answers”;
• Persuasion (S3, U3): we named the persuasion phases
according to the differences in the observable user categories
of moves. In the N models, the users may respond to
persuasion attempts with information requests, follow up
questions and even with a closing move: so we named this
phase ‘persuasion with system initiative’. IS users have the
highest probability of performing a request of information and
do not provide any kind of personal information (‘information
seeking’ phase). In AG models, users are involved in an
advice-giving phase: the probability of information requests is
lower and the variety of reactions to system suggestions is
wider, according to the users’ goal of either enhancing the
construction of a shared ground of knowledge about healthy
eating, or giving a positive feedback to the ECA. The
likelihood of entering the persuasion phase, core of the
advice-giving process, after question answering, is higher in
these models;
• Warm phase (S4, U4): in IS and AG models there is a high
likelihood of observing a kind attitude, while N users mainly
provide a feedback (either positive or negative) to the ECA’s
suggestion (acknowledgement). This can be seen as a cue of
higher engagement in the interaction for IS and AG subjects.
Also, contrary to IS and AG ones, in N models we notice that
the probability of remaining in the persuasion phase (S3,U3)
is lower than the probability of switching to the
acknowledgement one; this could be seen as a proof of low
level of engagement, probably due to a lack of interest in the
interaction or in the domain itself.
The comments we just provided depict HMMs as a powerful
formalism for differentiating among various categories of users.
The lack of robustness of the method, though, suggests us to be
cautious: we decided to describe the three best models (with best
loglikelihoods) but the limited amount of training data and the
huge variety in users’ behavior, especially for the AG category,
affect the reproducibility of the learning experiment and cause
poor recognition performance. Our findings about the descriptive
power of HMMs should therefore be validated by further
investigation on larger corpora.

7 RELATED WORK
HMMs find their more natural and more frequent application
domain in parsing and speech recognition problems. Their
application to dialogue pattern description and recognition is
more recent. Levin et al [26] were among the first authors to use
this formalism in dialogue modeling. In their proposal, system
moves are represented in states while user moves are associated
with arcs. The costs of different strategies are measured in terms
of distance to the achievement of the application goal
(information collection in an air travel information system), and
the optimal strategy is the minimal cost one. In [20], user moves
are associated with states in a HMM-based dialogue structure,

transitions represent the likely sequencing of user moves, and
evidence about dialogue acts are their lexical and prosodic
manifestations. Twitchell et al [27] proposed to use HMMs in
classifying conversations, with no specific application reported.
The work with which our study has more in common is the
analysis of collaborative distance learning dialogues in [28]. The
aim, in this case, was to dynamically recognize when and why
students have trouble in learning the new concepts they share
with each other. To this purpose, specific turn sequences were
identified and extracted manually from dialogue logs, to be
classified as ‘knowledge sharing episodes’ or ‘breakdowns’.
Aggregates of student’s acts were associated with the five states
of HMMs learnt from this corpus. The overall accuracy of
recognizing effective vs ineffective interactions was 74 %.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
There are, in our view, some new aspects in our study, from both
the methodological and the result points of view. In previous
studies, we combined linguistic and acoustic features of the user
move to dynamically build an image of his/her social attitude
towards the agent. In this article, we investigated whether and
how it is possible to model the impact of user’s attitude on the
overall dialogue pattern. In particular, we aim at: (i) studying the
suitability of the HMMs as a formalism to represent differences
in the dialogue model among different categories of users, as
differentiated by either stable user features (such as background)
or long-lasting affective states (such as attitudes); (ii)
highlighting the importance of evaluating the robustness of the
trained HMMs before using them, to avoid the risk of building
unreproducible models; (iii) proposing the usage of robustness
metrics for assessing the role played by the size of the dataset
used and how this affects the performance of recognition tasks.
We first tested the descriptive power of HMMs with a pilot
experiment: two models were trained from our corpus of data to
classify users on the basis of their background, a stable and
objective user feature whose role and impact on interaction
dynamics have been widely investigated in our previous
research. We then extended the method to the recognition of
three classes of users, who showed different levels of
engagement in the advice-giving task.
Results present HMMs as a suitable and powerful formalism
for representing differences in the structure of the interaction of
subjects belonging to different categories (Sections 4 and 6).
Still, we have to be cautious: all the models described in this
paper are those who showed the best training likelihood. By
using ad hoc metrics, we discovered a lack of robustness of the
method that reduces the reproducibility of the learning
experiment and lowers the recognition performance. We
assumed that this is mainly due to the dimension of our corpus.
Also, the complexity of dialogues and the huge variety in the
behaviour of users of certain classes (e.g., people with
background in humanities and AG users, especially when
‘naturally’ interacting via speech) play an important role in this
sense. Especially when combined with a low cardinality of the
class, these two factors are, in our opinion, the major causes of
the reduction in the robustness of training. Future developments
will involve the usage of a larger corpus of data, to achieve a
final validation of the method.
Another open problem is how to use these models to
dynamically recognize user attitudes (such as engagement), for

long-term adaptation of the agent’s behaviour. In Section 5.3, we
tested a possible stepwise approach to simulate the usage of
HMMs during the interaction: the idea is to define/revise the
ECA’s dialogue strategy according to the predicted overall level
of engagement, to prevent involved users to be unsatisfied or to
try to enhance involvement of those users who show a lack of
interest in the advice-giving task. Results of the stepwise
simulation are not encouraging, again probably because of the
limited amount of data we used for training. Poor recognition
performances are obtained especially when dialogues belonging
to the same class have particularly complex dynamics and there
is high variability among them (e.g. HUM users). The results of
the experiment show that a proper adaptation could be possible
for only 38% of cases. In all the other cases, results of the
recognition would lead the system to an unclear and uneffective
persuasion strategy: whether this adaptation approach would be
successful and would produce a significant increase of the level
of engagement in the users is still not clear and should be further
investigated. Researchers working on behavioral analysis [29]
proposes a two layered approach combining Bayesian Networks
with HMM models. This method enables integrating the HMM’s
ability of modeling sequences of states with the BN’s ability of
pre-processing multiple lower level input. In our case, HMMs
learnt from dialogues about a particular category of users would
be enriched by attaching to hidden states describing user moves
a BN to process evidence resulting from linguistic analysis of
this move. Our expectation is that the combination of the two
probability distributions of HMM and bayesian models will
improve the performance of the attitude recognition process.
This approach would allow us to realize adaptation at two levels:
the overall user attitude (HMM overall prediction) and the
specific signs in dialogue moves (BN prediction).
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